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In pneral, paYaDellt• rwq be oluaed u being either r1gici or 
tlaible. The term tlri&id paYsaeat•, u ~ uaed 1n the UD:lted 
stat.ee, ia applied oaq t.o veariDg nrraoea conetruot.ed or port'•""-c..at 
oonor.te. All other t7PU ot p&YemeDte are olueecl u "fia1b1e•. A 
pa...-t oondnatecl of po"l azd.o_. oonorete ia auuaed. to poaeua 
oouiderab1e .tl.aaral atreasth 16bioh w11l permit it to .ot u a beam 
and allow it to ..,riclp -v- Jd.nor 1rreplar1tiea wbioh aq oocur in the 
base on which it re.ta, beDOe the term "rigid•. 
'lhe fir.t uae of portlan~emeat OODCrete tor paY.I.ng in the United 
states ocourrecl 1n 1893 wh• a Rrip 10 teet wide and 2:1) teet long wu 
placed in Bellefontaine, ado. Thia pavement vae composed of concrete 
blooks about 5 feet .quare. Al.tboqb ~ • .....au joint• were ob-
jectioaab1e, tbia pa..--•t g&Ye sat1stacto17 .. nice ror the traffic it 
oarried at that time. J)Qri.Dg the period fran 1893 to 1909 additioDal 
atreeta were p&Yed with portland-csent concrete with eqaaJ.:q good re-
eulta and in 1909 the first rural road vu .urraoed with t.hia material 
in W&7Jle Couat7, Micbigan. fhe ._. or portlaDcl-o...at CODOrete ae a 
.artan1n« •terial becan to increase rap:l.dq after tbi• but it wu not 
until the clo•• of World War I that the uee beOUJe vicleapread. !he real 
growth in popularit7 of portland-o-.nt concrete pa"ft~Re~lt,e o ... trca the 
iDcreued uee of the Ult01110bU., lddch created a dMWJCt ror an all-
weather road ad a mootb ridiDg .arfaoe. 
lo other tlJ)8 of paYeaent baa receiftd ncb stwV ae portland-cement 
concrete paYellellt. Perhaps no ai ngle uee ot cement baa adYaDoed the 
Jaaovledge of ita propertiu and the ~ ot ita mmutacture, u baa road 
construction. Sinoe 1910 maD7 h11Ddreda of thouande of dol.lare have been 
dnoted to ruearoh and construction of teat, roada. 
In view of the experience and irdormation gathered in over 50 years 
ot road bui1ding, one might expect to :tind preciae and standardized 
methode tor the desi&n of portland-cement concrete pavements. Instead, 
near~ every etate baa different design practices. BecaUH et in-
creased usage and heavier loadings, what was once conaidered good design 
practice ia nov to some extent inadequate. The resul.ta of the increased 
usage and loadings ia evident in the tact that pavements that were de-
signed tor a life expectancy or 20 to 25 years are being complete:cy de-
stroyed in approximate~ half that time. 
The strnotura1 tail.ure of portland-cement concrete pavement occur• 
in the form of cracks. These cracks uaual.J¥ start near a joint and mq 
be caused by expansion and contracti on or the sl.ab, by repeated de-
pression caused by he&VY' axl.e loads, or by a combination of these two 
actions. It a joint or crack opens enough to allow tree vater to enter, 
repeated axle loadi nga will depress the joint and affect a churning of 
the supporting baae and the free water present, forming a al.urey ot water 
and • egrained soil. particl.es which are pumped to the surface. This 
coniition is known as "pumping". A.a pumping continues, the supporting 
. 
subgrade is f'l.ushed from under the pavement and tinall,y, tr&DSverse 
cracking or breaking of the corners result at these locations. The 
tor.mation of one crack otters new opportunity tor continued pumping 
action, so that craCking is progreesive. It is interesting to note that 
at the compl.etion or a recent road test(l) it was found that the 44,800 
(1) Road Test One-Md., Special Report 4, Highwq Research Board, 
Publication 227. P• 7. 1952. 
lb. tandem axle loads caused 12.3 times as much cracking as the .32.000 
lb. tandem axle loads. Also, the 22,400 l.b. single axle load caused 6.4 
timee aa the 18,000 1b. single axle loads. 
s 
The moat camnon method o~ crack oontrol prorldea longi-tudinal. joints 
between adjoining trattic lanes and trannerae joint• at trequent in-
tenala. In unreinrorced slaba the intention is that theae transverse 
joint• be spaoed olos~ enoucJ:l to preTent cracks at intermediate pointa. 
Spacing• emplo;reci by the state highwQ' departments range trom 12.5 to .30 
~eet. with the majority ~aToring 15 to 20 ~eet dia\anoea. Generalq 
these transTerae contraction joints are conatructed u a wukened plane 
~ormed by aald..n« or ~ond.Dg a notch into the top of the concrete. When 
tension deTelops, a crack occur• at tbie point rather than aome -· other 
location. When a nakmed plane cracks throU8h. the break in the slab 
ia irregul.ar and rough; but as long u the crack operd.ns is -.11 the 
projecting faces o~ the slab stq til}lt~ kqecl through aggregate inter-
lock. In 1949, 20 o~ the state high'WQ' department• depended aol.eq on 
agregate interlock ~or l.oad trana~er ~or edge aupport, vhUe 19 used 
apecial load transrer deri.cea uaua1J1' in the form ot atM1 dow.la. 
An alternate aolution ~or oracle control require• d.iatributed re-
inforcing steel in the panment. Thia permit• wider spacing of the 
tranaTerae joint... Cracking of the alab w1ll occur enn thoQ&h the 
*t•el. ia preaent, but the ateel aerYee to hold the edgea of the oracles 
close together, thua controlling the opening o~ these cracks and 
ace~ detnm.ntal etfecta. Conaiderable intereat hu been 
focued on building cantinuouaq reift.toroecl paT..ata without join.ta. 
IDdicationa are that theae paTem.nta perform well, bowewr, the initial. 
coat ia JDilch hisher than connnti.onal deaign becau.e much more ateel 
ia required. 
At the present time there exl.ats an additional approach to p&Tement 
den~. This approach is the application of preatreaaed concrete to 
road conatNction. The technique o~ preatreaaing concrete has advanced 
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considerably' in the l&.t tv.nty year• and ita princi.p1es baTe been applied 
to an wer increaains raD«e ot atructurea. This deTelopa•t is wd nl7 
due to the introduction ot high tena11e wire which enabl.ed higher steel 
streasea to be used and reau1ted in a redw:ed percentage ot stress 
loaaea. 
In baai.o principJ.e the teDimique of pre.tr•••ins irlvolTea the appli-
cation ot a ca.preaaiYe atreaa to the concrete ao that higher tenail.e 
torcea em be accommodated before the concrete cracks. For ordiaary 
concrete roads the working streaeea often reach and aq exceed the ul.ti-
ute tenaile or nexara1 atreagth and crac:ld.n« resul.ta ao that arJ7 
deTelopmant which would allow increased tenaUe torcea muat be of para-
aount importance. A re8idua1 compreasin atreas applied to a portl&nd-
Cell8nt concrete pav ... nt JDq" be expected to reduce the IIUIDber ot cracks 
and Eight well eliminate them, enn in veey long alaba. Fewr joints 
can therefore be uaed which will poaaibq enable a 81110other and more 
rapid construction achedule to be achieTed. The reduction of jointa 
v.lll illproft tbe riding qualit7 of the surface ao:l resul.t in a reduction 
ot ..tntenanoe costs. 
!he high elastic qualities ot preetreaaed concrete ahoald impron 
the load bearing capacity of the panment slab and consequentq ahoul.d 
renlt in the use or a thinner section tbm ia beiDa used at the present 
till• tor conTentional paTement deaign. Ir nch ia the cue, it mq be 
found that b7 app~ a compreasin .torce to a paYemmt aection the 
life of the slab ma;y be pro1ouged with perhaps a reduction in OYerall 
cost. 
Prel.il:d.Dary' atudiea indicate that the uae ot pre.treaaed portl.md-
cement concrete ia atractur~ feuib1e tor highw.y paYelallta. How-
ewr, the nec•••&17 reaearch atudiea hav. not be• aade to eatabli.ah 
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criteria on which the design of full scale pavement sections must be 
based. Infoxmation ie needed as to the rel.ation•hip b tween slab move-
menta and magnitude of prestress since the effect of subgrade friction 
mq well dissipate the prestress in a relatively long slab. Furthermore, 
some information should be gathered as to what e.ttect prestressing will 
haYe on temperature warping •treaeea which are caused by the int1uence ot 
slab weight on tree temperature curling. 
It is the purpose ot this investigation to determine, by tests con-
ducted on normal pav nt concretes placed on prepared subgrades, the 
daily cycles of length changes with temperature variation, and also to 
determine the longtime changes in length o£ slabs on subgrades with 
moisture and evaporation variables approximating those ot normal highway 
slabs. Each slab v.Ul be subjected to a known, relative]¥ constant, 
average intensity of prestress. 
In accord with the above purpose, the primary objective of this pro-
ject is to determine overall length changes tor daily and seasonal cyclic 
changes of t.apera~ and moisture on short sections of prestressed con-
crete slabs. The slabs will be placed in outaide exposure on prepared 
higl'nfq subbases. 
A secondaey' objective of this project is to investigate changes in 
one-directional warping measurement a al.ong the length of these slabs. 
This will be done under the different intensities of &Terage known pre-
stress tor dai~ and seasonal changes in slab temperature and moisture. 
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HISTCRICAL SKETCH Cfi PRES'I'RFSSED CONCRETE ROADS 
The tirst prestressed concrete road slab was constructed at Luzancy 
in France in 1.949 and vas 1.64 teet long, 26 teet wide and 6.3 illohea 
thick placed on 4 inches ot l.ean concrete. This slab was stressed to 
425 psi both l.ongitudinall,y and transverse:Qr by means of Freyaainet 
cabl.es placed at 45° to the center line or the road. In the same year 
a sind.lar sl.ab was laid at &sb~ bridge in France designed with a pre-
stress of 290 psi. 
Since 1949 several more slabs have been constructed in France and 
England. The l.ongest slab thua tar that baa been preatressed is at 
Crawley, England. This sl.ab is 404 teet l.ong, 24 teet wide, and 6 
inches thick. Freyssinet cables used in this sl.ab were placed at 18 1/2? 
to the center line giving a prestres s or 200 psi longitudinallY and 25 
psi transversely. To partly offset sub grade friction, the slab was laid 
on a thin layer of sand, with a layer or waterproof paper on top ot the 
sand. When this slab was prestressed, in 1950, seven cracks that had 
developed c~osed up and in 1953 no turther trouble had been experienced. 
The late.t methods ( 2) seem to favor l.ongi t1¥1j nal prestressing o~. 
(2) England Teets Post-tensioned Highwq Slabs, Engineering News-
Record, April. 23. 1953. P• 60, 
m ot the elabs in England were constructed with a longitudjnal joint 
at the center line. It is believed that the relati~ abort trana-
verae length will not require any prestress. 
The principle of post-tensioning haa been gener~ adopted ror use 
in prestressed concrete road•. M.any ot the well known prestressing 
systems coul.d be used but :in ~pe the use or Frerasinet cables haa 
been most hvored.. For t he earliest construction these cab~es were laid 
in a metal sheathing to prevent the concrete trom bonding to the cables. 
In some instances it was found that the sheathing had been crushed 
against the cables resUlting in a loes of prestress through friction. 
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A much better method evol.ved called for the formation ot holes £or the 
cables by drawing straight l.engths ot pipe through the concrete as it 
set. Tbie method apparentzy eliminated prestress loss caused by friction 
between concrete and cable. No aatis.:Cactory method has been devel.oped as 
yet tor prestressing around a curve. Even by placing heavy sheathing 
around the cabl.es there is still much prestress l.oss through friction. 
It is believed that the l.ongest pr stressed road slab that ~ be 
laid economic~ is about 400 teet(3). Grater lengths would involn 
13) Ibid., P• 60. 
wide and coet4" expansion joints for vhich there is no completel,y aatis-
tactoey design. The costs ot prestresses slabs in ihgland are approxi-
mately the same aa conventional pa~a r~orced with wire mesh. 
There baa been veey little use made ot prestressed slabs in the 
United states up to the present time. The only c0111paribl.e type of 
construction consists ot prestressed tloor slabs. One such slab as 
this haa been placed in a warehouse in Chicago, Illi.noia. 
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HISTCIUCA.L BACKGROUND AND REVnw OF I..l'l'mATtJRE 
When concrete pavement s crack they do so because or excessive ten-
sile stresses. The major sources ot these stressea are: (a) flexural 
tensile stresses caused by wheel loads; (b) direct tenail.e stresses pro-
duced by contraction ot the slab; (c) fiexnral tensile stresses caused 
by restrained warping ot the slab. 
Mr. H. M. Westergaard(4), begirming in 1925, published a Mriea ,C)~ 
(4) Westergaard, H. M., Canputation of stresses in Concrete Roads, 
Proceedings ot the High'W!l Research Board. 
articles on the theoretical analysis ot concrete pavement slabs that has 
been largely accepted as fUndamental. His an~sis gives formulas tor 
theoretical .flexural stresses produced in slabs of uniform thickness by 
loads placed at any ot three critical. locations: at the interior of a 
large slab, along the edge of a slab at a considerable distance from any 
corner, and at a rectangular corner of a large slab. 
It the onl.y stresses in the slab were those produced by wheel. loads • 
the comer loading position would probably introduce the largest unit 
stress in the concrete. However, the Arlington Road Teats(5) indicated 
that stresses a1ong an edge or at the interior of the slab may be 
(5) T ller, L. w. and Sutherland• E. c., '!'he structural Design ot 
Concrete Pavementa, Public Roads, Nov. 19.35, Vol. 16. PP• 169-197 
higher because o~ a combination of whee~ load stresses and temperature 
~ing stresses. 
The temperature of a concrete slab is constant]¥ changing owing to 
variations in air temperature. During these changes in air temperature, 
which takes place at a relative~ rapid rate, the temperature of the 
slab does not remain constant throughout its depth. This dj1ferential 
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in temperature between top and bottom surfaces cause it to curl. or warp. 
However, tree warping is preTented by the weight of the slab and bending 
or warping atresses are deTe1oped. 
The direction ot slab warping is determined b7 the relation between 
the temperature in the top of the slab and that in the bottom. This 
determines whether the resul.ting stress at the top and bottom ot the 
slab is tensile or compressive. It the top ot the slab is at a higher 
tanperature than the bottom the resul.ting stress will be tensil.e in the 
bottom am. compressive in the top. This condition will exist during the 
da\r, whil.e at night the top ot the slab will general.ly be cooler than 
the bottom. This creates stress ot opposite sense, tensile in the top 
and compressive in the bottom. 
Mr. E. F. Kelley(6) has computed combined temperature warping 
(6) Kelle7, E. F., Application o~ the Results of Research to the 
Structural Design ot Concrete PaTements, Public Roada, JW¥ 19.39, 
Vol. 20, PP• 83-104· 
atresses and load stresses tor the three critical l.oad poaitiona pre-
rloua~ entioned. See Figure 1.. For the corner l.oad position the maxi-
mum combined stress occurs at night when the sl.ab ia warped upward 
creating tena:Ue atresees in the top ot the slab. Hovenr, the tem-
perature differential is not great at night and therefore the additional 
effect ot temperature warping stresses ie amal 1 • 
Al.ong the edge ot the slab at some distance trom a comer the maxi-
mwn combined stress occurs in the c:l.Q1;ime when the slab edgea are curl.ed 
downward. Both load and temperature create tenai1e stresses in the 
bottom ot the alab at this point during the dq. At night when the 
edges are curled upward, the restrained warping streaa will be approxi.-
mate]J one third that of the dqtime stress becauae of the reduced 
Fig. l. 
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1.1. 
temperature differential. The restrained warping stress at night is of 
opposite sign to the load atress. 
The maximum load stress at the interior o~ a slab ie about the eame 
at night when the slab is cur1ed upward u in the dQ'time when the elab 
is curled d0111J'1Ward. 'i'her~ore, tor the maximull combined atresa, the 
load stress •hould be added to the max1mun reatrained stre•s that re-
sul.ts during the dqtiae tdlen the temperature differential ie greateat. 
It should be pointed out that the reatrained warping .tresses, 
shown in Figure 1, were computed trOll uS\IIUd &Terage values ot modul.ua 
ot elasticity, thennal ooe.tfioient ot axpan•ion, and temperature 
dittererdiial. For the temperature differential a Talue of three degree• 
Fahrenheit per inch or slab depth vas used in computing the streaaee due 
to restrained warping. 'l'be Arlington teets(7) showed that temperature 
(z) Teller and SutherJ.and. op. cit., P• 191 
differentials as high ae tour degrees Fahrenheit per inch of depth ~ 
be expected. Theae teats were made on slabs that varied in depth 
dimensions onl.7. Within these limitations the observed stresses due to 
restrained temperature warping compared reasonab~ with the computed 
T&luea in Figure 1. Tensile atreaaea,considerabq higher than tho•e 
given in Figure 1 would resul.t,had max'tmm rather than average Yalues 
ot modulus ot eluticit7 and temperature dUterential been used. In 
Tiew ot these high tenaUe stresses it mq be possible tor cracks to 
deTelop before &IV' traffic is placed on the alab. 
Restrained warping stress•• JDa¥ also occur due to a difference in 
moiature oontent between top and bottan of the alab. Concrete expands 
and contracts with change in moisture content in much the same manner 
as 1d. th change in temperature. The chang•• in moisture are a gradual. 
occurrence and V&17 with climatic conditions. The slab will warp upward 
during the dry .aunmer season and begin a gradual downward charlie in the 
' tall reaching the maximum downward warping during the winter or spring. 
The extent ot upward movement will exceed the downvard movement by a con-
aiderabl.e amonnt. The maximum differentials ot both temperature and 
moisture will occur during the SWIJDer but they will cause streases ot 
opposite sense. Since there is no direct method tor evaluating re-
strained moisture warping stresses they are ignored in paTement design 
as they appear to add some !actor ot saf'ety. 
Changes in temperature 8D:l moisture not o~ create restrained 
warping stresses but also cause an expansion and contraction o! the 
slabs. If the slabs were tree to move the displacements would not cause 
any stresses. However, the ettect ot triction between the slab and sub-
grade will otter a reaiatanoe to aey movement, thu8 oreating tensile 
stresses when the slab has a tendency t o stu)rten because ot drying or 
a drop in temperature. Tens11e stresses in unreinforced slabs will 
vary almost direct]3 with the dail¥ change in temperature, the l.ength ot 
the slab, ard the average coefficient ot friction between the slab and 
subgrade. The seasonal temperature challge · doea not appear to have any 
etrect on the direct tensi1e or compressive stresses in a slab. 
The subgrade restraint to slab movement is developed by three 
causes: the resistance to elastic deformation of the subgrade, the 
resistance due to inelastic de.tormation, and the resistance developed 
by sliding fri ction. Large displacements, such as might be expected in 
the spring or ear~ summer when the dqs are wara and the nights coo1, 
will cause stresses to be devel.oped by the three above sources of sub-
grade restraint. When the temperature in the slabs reaches a minimum or 
maximum, the stress caused by inelastic subgrade resistance and the 
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stress caused by sliding friction will immediate~ be relieved, 1eaving 
onl¥ the stress caused by elastic deformation ot the subgrade. Since 
the subgrade has very littl.e el.aeticity, the l.ength changes due to 
seasonal variations in temperature will probabl,y cause very littl.e addi-
tional stress. The max:l.mum direct tensi1e and oompresai ve atres••·• ·_will 
therefore be depement upon the subgrade resistance developed during a 
continuously falling or rising temperature. 
Another Jilenomenom affecting slab movements is that of an apparent 
s1ow growth that seems to be dependent upon the moisture content of the 
slab. This growth is not ~ underatood but it is lmown that all 
concrete has a tendency- to increase permanent:Qr in volume in the presence 
ot moist,ure. This growth is perhaps a contributing factor to "b1ow 
ups" or fai1ure ot the slab by buckling, which is sometimes evidenced 
in slabs that are several years old. 
It is possib1e that this growth mq be an aid toward the use or 
prestressed high~ pavement slabs. It the growth due to presence of 
moisture is enough to offset the creep strains that would ordinarilY 
occur, the reau.lt may be that there will be no prestress loss in pave-
ment slabs. 
The prime objectives of this investigation will therefore be to 
determine the amount ot creep, shrinkage, ani warping movements u re-
lated to different magnitudes of prestress applied to pavement slabs. 
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DISCUSSION OF SLAB AND BASE PLAN 
DESCRIPTION: The s~abs for this investi.gation were placed on a 
normal. high~ subgrade prepared by the Missouri State HigblfaT Maintenance 
Department. A total ot eight normal (non air entrained) concrete slabs 
were poured, the s i ze &r¥:1 magnitude ot prestress in these slabs is as 
follows: 




5 1/2" X 25" X 222" 




The two thicknesses ot 5 l./2 inches and 8 inches were selected to give 
an indication of dimensional adj ustments within the thickness range that 
is antici pated for prestressed concrete pavements. The 25 inch width was 
selected so as to con:tonn. to the dimensions of the springs that were used 
to maintain constant stress in the slabs. The length of the slabs was 
made to conform nearly to the standard 20 toot lengths of seam1ess steel 
t.ubing that was used to rorm holes tor the insertion or the prestressing 
rods. 
For unitormity, the slabs were placed so that the ~engths ot all 
slabs were oriented in a north and south direction. The orientation was 
decided upon so as to permit the placing or the slabs in such a manner 
that the surface would be level. See Figure 2. The subgrad.e was con-
structed on a two percent grade, and to make the slabs leve~ a thin 
taper ot sand was required under the slabs. This sand l.qer was placed 
1/2 inch thick on the lower edge and leathered out on the upgrade edge. 
A special numbering system was set up to distinguish between dabs. 
For example, a slab bearing the designation R-8100 would mean a regular 
concrete (non air entrained) slab eight inches thick with 100 psi 
prestress. The designation R-55300 would refer to a regular concrete 
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slab five and one-half inches thick with 300 psi prestress. The plan and 
prof'ile ot the slabs is shown in Figure 2. 
The slabs were spaced at 54 inches center to center. A much closer 
spacing woul.d have been desirabl.e, considering that there would probab~ 
be some variation in the subbase and subgrade. It was necessary, however, 
to space the slabs i.n the manner stated in order to give sufficient 
working space between the slabs. 
A lighting system was set up to tlood light the area tor sare 
working conditions at night. A suppl.ement&ry pertable lamp was mounted 
on a tripod to provide sufficient light tor taking measurements at night. 
PREPARATIC!l OF SUOORADE AND SUBBASE: The construction of the subgrade 
and subbase required shaping and finishing a section ot normal highway 
subgrade approximate~ 100 teet long with enough width to acconunodate a 
twenty .toot long slab. Standard shoulder• and side ditches were con-
structed as according to high~ design practice. This section was buil.t 
by the Missouri State Hi~ Department ot Maintenance using a motor 
patrol grader to shape and finish the site and a sheeps-.toot roller to 
compact the subgrade material. 
The soil at the test site IIl2ey' be classed as being a poor material 
for pavement support because the subsurface soil (B horizon) is a cJ..an>an 
that great]3 retards the downward percolation ot water. This is also 
true or a hardpan l.qer that occurs at an average depth or twenty-eight 
inches bel.ow the surface. The soils .trom both the B horizon and the C 
horizon haTe a very hi.gh pladioi\7 and a.t~ b1gb volume change. 
These qualities indicate that detrimental shrinkage or swell could occur 
when the moisture content ot the soU varies to any great extent. 
The top six inches ot tbia soil (A horizon) waa removed because it 
would have offered very poor support Wlder wet conditions. The finished 
subgrade was censtructed on the B horison and compacted to an average 
field density o~ approximately 101.5 lbs. per c. ft. with 1.05 percent 
compaction. 
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A dense sr.ted rolled atone base wa• pl.acecl on the wbgrade to pro-
'ri.de aupport aDi to prevent aa much u po•aibl.e the percolation ot wat.r 
into the subgrade. This stone baee wu placed in two ~er•. The 
bottom course in place thiolme•• averaged al1ght]J' less than three inches 
and the top cour•e averaged approximateq tour inches 1n place. Approxi-
mate~ the same quantities of material were placed in each ~er. how-
enr. a sieve ana3¥sis indicated. the top l.al'er wa• a coarser material 
than the bottom lqer. 'l'bis accounts tor the dit~erence in thiolmesa of 
the la7era. 'l'he base vas rolled with a pull type smooth roller and much 
more rolling vas required on the top course to get the required compaction. 
Test resul.ta on the material in the .ubgrade and the rolled stone 
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TABLE 1. RFSULTS OF TEST ON SUEOWlE SOIL 
AND ROLLED S'lOHE BASE 
Teat Re.ults on Subgrld• Material Pusing 1140 Sieve, Horison B 
SoU type 
Lower 1iquid limit 
Lower plastic limit 
Plastic index 
Vol. change at :field moisture equivalent 
Shrinkage limit 
Field moiature equi Talent 
Optimum moisture 
Dry vt. per cu. ft. with optimum moisture 
Group clasaitication 









101.4 lbs • 
.l-7-6-(16) 
Sample F.i.e1d Compaction Silt Cllq Colloid a L.L. 
Denait;y 
1 104.5 108% 46.5% 42% 33% )8.7 
2 98.6 103% 40-5~ 52% 43% 52 • .3 
Field Report on Rollecl stone BM• 
Bottom Cour•• % Pulling steve Ho. 
Field 
Density Compaction 1 1/2" .3/4" 4 10 40 200 
135-5 93% 100 93 45.9 25.4 15.8 ]3.6 
Liquid Limit 18.7 
Pl.utic Index ).1 
Top Course 
Field 
Density Compaction 11/2" 3/4" 4 10 40 126. 95% l.OO 91.1 .31.1 12.5 8.3 
Liquid Limit 15.9 








MATERIALS USED IN SJ.ABS 
CONCRETE: The concrete used in this inTeetigation has the aame 
properties as is ordina.riq used in pavements. Testa were conducted on 
the cement and the aggregates by the Missouri State HighVBT Materials 
Departm.nt to detend.ne the proper mix to be used in the slabs. This mix 
was designed in accordance with Miasouri state Highwq Department 
Specifications to g1 Ye a constant cement factor, a constant amount ot 
surplus mortar, and a slump of three inches plua or minua one-bal.t inch. 
The deaign adopted for use vas a 1: 1.97: 3.36 mix by volume involving 
the follov.lng factor• per Mck of cement: 
Cement 
SaM (dr7) 










The cement factor indicates the cement content of the concrete in 
barrels per cubic :yard of yield. The surplus mortar factor relates to 
the percentage of mortar in exce•• ot the amount required to till all 
the YOida in the coarse aggresate. 
Qement: The cement that was secured tor the slabs was normal 
type I portland-cement. To eliminate the poasibilit;y o:t a Y&riation in 
properties of the cement, it was obtained trom two sources and from a 
aingle bum at each plant. '!'he two aources were the Alpha Portland 
Cement Co. and the Miaaouri Portland C..nt Co., both of st.. Louis, 
Missouri. 
Sanda '!'he Aid ~ .as u..t in the mix was MerUJ&c River sand 
-
which was obtained from the Meramac Sand ani Graftl. Co. of Pacific, 
Missouri. This eand has a ver.r uniform gradation ranging in sise trom 
the part, passing a no. 4 sieve to the part retained on a no. 100 sieve. 
~ a veey amal.l traction of the sand passed the no. 100 and no. 200 
sieve. 
Coarse Aggregate: The crushed limestone used in the slabs tor 
coarse aggregate was obtained from Bussen's Quarry in ~. 
Missouri. This stone was selected .trom a particular l.ocation in the 
quarry to insure uniformity of composition. Tests indicated there was 
very littl.e shal.e or foreign materials present in the crushed stone. 
The size of this atone ranged from one inch max:inaDn size down to a 
small percentage ot limestone dust. with most of the aggregate gradation 
~ in the one-quarter to three-<J,uarter inch size range. 
The sieve anal¥sie ot the sand and coarse aggregate is glven in 
'!'able 2. 
Forms : The conetNction schedule tor placing the slabs was arranged 
in auch a manner tbat onJ¥ 2 forms would be required. Forms were re-
quired ODl¥ for the sides and ends of the slabs and were made of 2-in. x 
S l/2-in. and 2-in. x 8-in. timbers. Wa1ee were secured to the out-
aide ot the forma to eliminate bending aid to provide for drift pins 
which wre driven into the subgrade to hold the forms in position 1dlUe 
placing the concrete. Timber ..t forms were used onJ¥ on slabs with no 
prestress to be applied. Steel bearing plates were used as end forms 
tor the remainder ot the slabs. '!be bearing plates were fitted with 
3/8-in. bolts to insure positive seating and bond between the bearing 
plates and t~e concrete. 
Two holes were drilled in each end bearing plate on 12 1/2-in. 
centers tor the insertion of seamless steel tubing which was used to 
tom boles in the concrete tor the placement of the prestressing rods. 
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The timber end forms for the tive and one-haLt inch slab with no prestress 
were also drilled so that holes might be :tonted in the blank alab tor 
correlation betv .. n elaM 14th Uld wlt~Ma\ preatreas. 
The forms were placed in the desired location and level.ed wi.th an 
engineer• leYel.. This permitted the l.eveli.ng ot the :torms to be con-
trolled within one-hundredth ot a foot at aDT point. Because ot the two 
percent slope ot the subgrade, wood shims were placed on the lower edge 
to hold the form in position. A l.Q"er o~ sand vas placed in the forms 
and struck off level by- means o~ a screed .t•tted to conformed to the in-
tended depth ot the slab. 
The seamless steel tubing was then placed in the .torm at center 
depth with small concrete blocks uaed as chairs to support the tubing. 
Wire chairs were tried but -were found to be undea:l:rab1e because they were 
not rigid enough to hold the tubing in ita desired position. The tubing 
was coated with graphite grease to permit removal b-om the concrete. 
M!PNG AND PLACING CONCRETE: It was necessary to stockpile the 
aggregates in the open at the test site, thua causing some Tariation in 
moisture content throughout the depth ot the slab. The aggregates were 
blended upon removal to balance as much as possible this moisture 
"Yariation. The moisture content ot the aggregates was checked before 
each pour and the mix was adjusted to allow tor the count o:t tree 
water in the aggregates. 
The coarse aggregate, sand and cement was placed in the mixer in 
that order and mixed dry tor one minute. The water waa added slowl1' and 
then ndxed tor two minutes. Before the batch liaS remo'ftd from the mixer 
stamard slump cone tests were taken to check the workability- ot the 
concrete. Careful. control of the water content of the mix was required 
because of the high rate ot eTaporation from the aggrecate atockpiles at 
the time the slabs were poured. 
The concrete vas moved from the mixer to the forms in a wheelbarrow; 
shove1ed into the forms, and then vibrated wit a high frequency e~ectric 
vibrator to produce a dense a concrete as possib~e without bringing excess 
mortar to t e surface. Four mixer batches o~ concrete were required to 
till the 5 1/2 in. f'orms and six batches to r=·n t he 8-in. forms. The 
average time lapse between the start and r· · sh of a pour was approxi-
mately one hours. 
After the slab surfaces were f'inished and as soon as the concrete 
had t aken its initial set, wet burlap was placed over t he slabs to allow 
the concrete to cure without an undue amount of shrinkage due to 
moisture l.oss at the surface. The burlap lli&S left on the slabs tor 
three dqs and vas kept wet by spr~ frequent]J with a garden hose. 
The subbase had been thoroughl,y saturated prior to placing the concrete. 
The f'o:rms were removed after .30 to .36 hours of curing, then c~eaned and 
oiled tar wse at another l.ocation. 
'lbe seamless steel tubing that was used to f'orm the holes tor the 
prestressing rods was ranoved after the concrete had taken it• tinal set, 
which was about four hours &tter the pour vas completed. To prevent 
bond, the tubing was turned every thirty minutes after placing the 
concrete. By doing t his it vas found that the tubing offered very 
little resistance to pulling. 
After the three day curing period the sides of' the slabs were 
allowed to dry thoro~ and then were painted with an asphal.tio roofing 
compound to seal the ides of the slabs against moisture 1oss. At a 
still later date the area between t he sl.abs and at the ends vas tilled 
in with a soil similar to the soU in the subgrade. This soil, which 
had a high ~ content, was well tamped to seal the area as much as 
possible trom excessive moisture penetration around and under the slabs. 
STANDARD TFSrS: Throughout the pouring ot the slabs standard sl.ump 
tests were taken as a means ot checking the water content ot the con-
crete. The original specificati ons call.ed tor a slump of 2 l/2 to 3 
inches, however, it was to\Uld that tor the water cement ratio that vas 
used, an average al.ump ot l. 1/2 in. to 2 in. was obtained. Since the 
mix was workabl.e tor this slump no change was made in the ettecti ve water 
content of the concrete. 
Three or tour standard 6 in. by 12 in. test cylinders were taken 
trom each pour. The cylinders were cured in a 110:lst cabinent until. the 
time at which they were tested tor compressive strength. The average 
compressive strength of the cylinders at various ages is given as 
f'ollows: 
3 D~ Average 
7 Da.y Average 




The average 28 ~ modulus ot elasticity tor this concrete was 
toun.i to be 5,2DO,OOO l.b./in.2. The values tor the individual. cyl.:i.nders 
were obtained by pl.otting the stress versus strain curves and finding 
the secant modulus at 50 percent ot the ul.timate stress. 
TABLE 2. R&SULTS OF LABCRA.TORY TESTS ON AGGRIDATES 
Coarse Aggregate (crushed limestone) 
wt. Per Cu. Ft. 
Bulk Specific Gravity 





Passing No. 4 
Passing No. 10 
Passing No. 200 
wt. Per Cu. Ft. 
Sieve Anal,yeis 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Absorption (24 hrs.) 
Passing 3/8" 
Passing No. 4 
Passing No. 10 
Passing No. 16 
Passing No. a:> 
Passing No. 40 
Passing No. 50 
Passing No. 100 























INSTRUMENTATION FCR SLlB MOVEME2frS 
IDIG'l'H MEASUR.EME2lrS: Since length changes vill. be or vital im-
portance in the design of prestressed concrete high~ surfaces, the slabs 
were instrumented to observe the total expected movement throughout a 
cycle or appro:ximatel,y one year. All slabs were instrumented in nearll' 
the same manner in order to observe the relationship between the magni-
tude of pre.tress and the creep thatordinariJ¥ occurs under such 
loading. Since electrical strain measuring devices are not erfective 
when subjected to ou\si.de exposure for &n1' relative]¥ l.ong period of time, 
a more permanent method for obtaining length changes was required. 
Special testing gages were designed and constructed ror this purpose. 
Surface Gae;e points: The surface of the slab waa instrumented 
with four 50-inch gage lengths along the center line of the slab and in 
such a manner that either changes in the 50-inch lengths or the total. 
changes in the 200-inch length could be observed. The gqe points con-
sisted of five bronse plugs 7/8 in. in diameter and l in. long drilled 
and reamed to a 900 point bearing area. Slotted bronze screws were in-
serted into the peiate to prevent the entrance of foreign material and 
were removed o~ at the time of taking length measurements. 
Monuments: In order to determine the external movements ot 
the slab and to check the length changes observed at the surface gage 
points, an additional gage point vas set in a monument placed at each 
end of the slab. The monuments consisted of an outer 4-in. inside 
diameter stee1 pipe set to a depth o£ 36 in. to 48 in. and a 2 in. 
inside diameter galnnised pipe dri ftll about 18-in. deeper depending 
upon the depth of the hardpan ~er at that location. In al.l cases the 
outer pipe was either placed on the hardpan lqer or a £ev inches into 
the layer. The holes were drilled by the Missouri state High""' Depart-
ment o£ Materials using a six inch power drill mounted on a light truck. 
To insure stability the outer pipe was positioned with an engineers 
transit and tape. then held in position 'Whil.e a rich grout was tamped 
around the outside or the pipe. The hole for the 2 in. inside pipe vas 
drilled well into the hardpan J...yer and then the pipe was positioned 
aDi driTeD unti1 it ... l.evel. with the \op or the oaer p1pe. The in-
side pipe was tilled with grout and a gage point set at 50-in. from the 
ern point on the surface of the slab. About six inches or grout was 
placed in the bottom or the void between the inside and outside pipe. 
Side Gage Points: Additional gage points were set on 200-in. 
centers at 1 1/2 in. up from the bottom or the slab. Not al.1 slabs 
were instrumented in this manner; the sl.abs with side gage points in-
s tal.l.ed were R-8000, R-8100 • R-8,300 and R-5 .5000. The purpose of in-
stalling these points ws to determine the growth. it any, that occurred 
in the slabs due to moiature or the subgrade. These gage points were 
placed in the aides ot the forms prior to pouring the al.abs. 
WARPING DlSTRUMENT4fiON: To determine the magnitude or warping 
strains in the slabs, gage points were set at 10 in. intervals a1ong 
the centerline throughout the l.ength of the sl.ab. These gage points 
consisted ot 3/8 in. hex-head stainl.ess steel cap screws J/4 in. long 
a1ternate:Qr drilled and s1otted, the drilled point providing a pivot 
.tor the measuring device. The slotted pl.ug was designed to insure 
positiTe seating of the points on the gage through the ldde temperature 
range. Thia arrangement was such that e1even pivot points and el.even 
shots were placed on a 21o-1n. section o£ the slab. Acom nuts were 
screwed over the points to prevent the entrance ot dust. 
PLlCIHG OF SURFAQE GAGE POINTS: The probl.em ot placing the l.ength 
gage points arr:l the warping gage points in the deaired l.ocat · on and all 
at relatiTe~ the Nme el.evation required the construction oE a jig de-
aimed to hold the p]..ugs in position until the concrete had hardened 
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~.ticientJ¥ to hold the p1ugs. The period of time tor leaving the jig 
in position was determined by trial. <n the first slab that was poured 
the jig vas left in po8ition approximate~ three hour•• which was ilmned-
iatel1' after the concrete r.ad taken its t1nal aet. 'lbis proved to be 
unsatisfactory because a few pluga were loosened dllring the proceas ot 
removing the jig. On later alabs it vas found that best reaulte were ob-
tained it the jig was left in position tor approxim&t~ eight hours. or 
trom tour to five hours after the concrete had taken its tina1 set. 
The jig was made of l. 1/2 in. x l 1/2 in. x 3/16 in. angle iron wilm 
outriggers attached to aet on the aides ot the forms. Holes w.re drilled 
at 10 in. and 50 in. increments throughout its length tor the insertion 
ot special .fittings to hold the gage plugs in po•ition. These fittings 
were screwed onto the gage plugs and could be removed easi~ af'ter the 
jig was lifted. 
TESTDIG DEVICES: Aa mentioned prev:LouaJ.T • apecial testing equip-
ment vas required tor measuring length change• and warping movements. 
These instruments were desi.gned by Mr. B. F. Friberg ot St. Louis• 
Missouri and were built by Mr. A. v. Kilpatrick of the Mechanical &lgi-
neering Department ot the Missouri School ot Mines and Hetal1urgy. In 
addition, all. gage plugs were machined by Hr. Kilpatrick. 
Length Gyea: Two gages. a 2DO in. and a 50 in •• were required 
to meanre 1~ change• in the concrete slabs. Theae sage• were de-
signed to give accurate rearl1ngs with no correction to be applied tor 
t.perature change. This was accomplished by combining atee1 and inftr 
in such a manner as to counteract the effect ot temperature. 
The eaaential. features ot the 50 in. gage consiats ot a 1 1/8 in. 
inside diameter steel housing 5.3 l/4 in. long with a 90° gage point 
tixed at one end. An inn.r rod with 0.195 in. diameter vas attached 
inside the housing to the fixed end with the other end fixed to a sleeve 
fitting inside the houaing. The other gage point was set in a al.iding 
steel bar which dtted inside the s1eeTe permitting one inch trave~ of 
this gage point. A 0.00~-in. ~east co\lllt dial. gage with one inch trave1 
was attached to the end of the sleeve ti.tting w.l.th the steel anTil. of the 
dial gage set against the sliding steel bar• thus giving the necessary 
compensation ror the eJq>aneion of inYar. The coefficient o£ thermal ex-
pansion or the steel uaed ~ taken as 0.0000065 per degree Fahrenheit 
and the invar as 0.00000045 per degree Fahreheit. 
The construction of the 200 in. gage was essential.J¥ the aame as 
the 50 in. gage except that tour loYar tapee were used instead of the 
invar bar. The 1ovar tape• used in this gage were cut from an engineers 
tape which had a coe:t cient o£ thermal expansion of 0.00000025 per 
degree Fahrenheit. This l.ow coefficient required onq eight inches of 
steel :tor compensation. o~ which six inches vas :tumished at the end 
with the dial gage and steel. sliding bar with an additional two inches 
ot steel being placed at the tixed end. 
To eliminate the effect of sag in the tapes a spring with a modu1ua 
ot 20 pound• per inch was placed at one end between the outside llousing 
and the sleeve fitting. The tapes were stre•sed independent~ wi.th a 
pull of ti ve pounds on each. which gave a stress of 1000 psi on each tape. 
Since there was danger in disturbing the gage in some manner. a 
permanent standard of comparison was required so that at any time the 
gage could be reset at the original calibration i~ necessaey. Two 
al.uminum angl.es were bolted together to form a box section and atop this 
section vas mounted two lovar tapes of the same type as used in the 200 
in. length gage. The tapes were fixed at one end ot the section and 
attached to a apring scale at the other end with supports being provided 
throughout the 200 in. length. A screw type of adjustment was placed at 
the end holding the spring sca1e to keep a constant tension on the invar 
tapes. The tapes were stressed with a 20 pound pull and by keeping this 
pull constant as indicated by the spring scal.e, the expansion or con-
traction of the l.ovar tapes vas independent ot the movement of the 
aluminum section. C&libration gage points were fixed to the tapes at 0, 
501 and 2JO inches tor permanent comparison. 
The author v.ishes to state here that the 50 and 200 in. gages 
successfully checked the coefficient of thermal expansion of the lovar 
tapes through the range of indoor temperatures to which it was exposed 
at l.east within the reading accuracy ot the OoOOl-in. least count ot the 
dial. gage. 
Clinometers: TWo instruments were made for measuring the 
vertical movement or warping of the slab. These instrwnents were made 
trom the crossbar and l.evel. vial. ot a ten second engineers level. Sixt.y 
degree conical point bearing gage points were mounted on ten inch centers 
at either end or the crossbar. One point was rigicll¥ fixed while the 
other was threaded through the crossbar with twenty threads per inch. 
A circular plate with the circ~erence divided into titty units was 
mounted. atop the threaded gage point, thus giving a l.east count of o.ool. 
in. with tair~ accurate est~• \o \he tenth of one unit, or to 
0.00011n. 
FIG.-3 
Pow r Drilling Unit . View Shows Method of Boring 
Inside th 4- in. .Diameter Pipe tor Plac nt of 
2- in. Inside Pipe. 
FIG~ 4 
View or Outer and Inner Pip Syst tor Monuments 
with Alignment to a 5 1/2 in. Slab 
---- · 
FIG. 5 
Top - 50-in. Length Change Gage in Pl.ace an Slab 
Gage Plugs 
iot"tom - Measuring Overall Movements Froa Slab to 
Monument with 5<>-in. Gage 
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!op - 200-in. Length Gage in Position tor Meaauritig 
Total Length Change in Slab. 




Top - Placing of Gage Plugs in Jig 
Bottom - Jig in Position on For.ms with Plugs 
Set in Concrete 
FJ;G. 8 
Pivot and Slob Plugs for Warping Measurements with 
Gage Plug for Length Measurement in Center of Group 
FIG • . 9 
lo-In. Clinometer for Taking Warping Measurements 
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:15 
TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE INSTRUMENTATION 
~ WELLS: There were two methods used throughout these 
tests tor tald.ng temperatures i.n the slab. For the f'irst ot these two 
methods temperature wells were p1aced at predetermined depths in the sl.ab. 
These temperature wells consisted of a one inch long al.uminum cup one-
ha:Lt inch in diameter set. at the prescribed gage depth and filled with a 
light grade oil. Temperatures were taken with a dial type thermometer 
that was wrapped with asbestos and a non-oil abs orbing pl.aetic tape. 
The temperature wells were positioned at three depths, 1 l/4 in. 
below the top surf'ace, at the center depth o£ the s1ab, and at 1 1./4 
in. above the botto surface. Nine wells were placed in each slab, in 
some slabs near an end and in others at t he center or the slab. A 
sketch o:f a typical wel.l. group is shovn in Figure 10. 
The wells were positioned in the slab with aluminum rods shaped to 
the cup. These rods were inserted in the fresh concrete and withdrawn 
when t he concrete had set, leaving the cups in position. 
RESISTANCE COILS: The second method f or taking temperatures in the 
slab involved the use of calibrated resistance coil.s which were set at 
the same prescribed depths as the temperature wells. Temperatures were 
recorded with a continuous recording potentiometer which was l.oaned to 
this project by the Missouri State Highwa;y Material.s Department. 
This unit was limited to the recording of temperatures of six 
resistance coils at any one time. Four slabs• R-8000, R-8.300. R-55000 
and R-55.300 were instrumented with five coils each. An extra coil was 
placed in air inside a standard weather house for continuous air 
temperature observation. Therefore, at any time the temperature at 
five positions in a slab could be observed along with the air temperature. 
Jumper switches were provided to change £rom one slab to another through-
out the tests. 
:16 
MOISTtJRE CELLS: Resistance coil.a ror measuring the moiature content 
ot the aubgrade were inatal.l.ed beneath alaba R-8300 and R-55500· These 
cells were placed in the eubgrade prior to the pl.acing ot the rolled 
atone base. There wae no instrumentation tor the moisture content ot 
the rol.led stone base. 
It would have been desirabl.e to instrument the slabs in some manner 
to determine the change in moisture content of the concrete, HoweYer, 
no satisfactory method could be devel.oped tor such instrumentation. 
Some equipment is availabl.e tor controlled laboratory conditions; but 
these have proven very uncertain when aubjeoted to outside exposure. 
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Typical 'remperature Well Group for an 8-in. Slab. 
View Shows Thermometers in Place 
FIG. 12 
Typical Arrangement of Resistance Coils Used for 
Continuous Temperature Recording 
PRESTRESSING 
PRESTRESSING RODS AND BEARING PLA.TES: High tensil.e steel. al.l.oy 
round bars were used as the stressing medium ror the concrete slabs. 
These bars were approximately 2!J feet long with di~ters o£ 3/4, 7/8, 
and 1 1/8 in. depending upon the size and amount o£ prestress applied 
to a particular slab. The ends of the rods were threaded so that the 
prestress might be he~d and transf erred to the bearing plates with the 
use of hardened nuts and washers. 
Tensil.e tests that were conducted on 3/4 in. and 7/8 in. specimen s 
of t his steel. indicated a modul.us of elasticity of 31,300,000, and an 
ul.timate strength of l.26,000 psi. The proportional limit of the steel. 
averaged 100,000 psi or about 80% of the ul.timate breaking stress. Bar 
diameters and existing stresses are given in Tabl.e 3. 
As previously mentioned, steel plates were used as end forms when 
placing the concrete ror the purpose of obtaining a well seated bearing 
plate. Short circular arcs of steel. were welded to the plates to keep 
t he springs in position. 
SfRINGS: Coil springs were used as a loading device to keep the 
slabs under a constant compressive stress. Various combinations of 
outer and inner coils were used to develop the prescribed prestress in 
a s1ab with the number ot springs varying from two to sixteen on 
different slabs. 
The load rate of these springs is l.ow as compared to the modu1us o£ 
elastioi t y of steel.. Praa T!obl.e .3, the load rate tor the 16 s prings on 
the 8 in. slab with 500 psi prestrees is given ae a total. of 6Z70 l.bs. 
per 1/16 in. deflection. which would result in a stress loss of only 8 
pei in the slab tor a total deformation ~64-in. 
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METHOD OF PRESTRESSING: To proper]¥ apply the pre.treae to the 
concrete without causing any undue amount ot eccentricit7. twin eydraulic 
jack8 were eeated against the bearing plate at the opposite end of the 
sl.ab containing the springe. A eingle hydraulic ram nth dual gages and 
coupling• was used to appJ.¥ preaaure to the jacks. thue pronding a 
method ot keeping the pul1 on each rod constant. 
The preeaure gages on the ~aulic ram were not accurate enough to 
ascertain the amount ot load on the rode. To determine the magnitude ot 
the pull. the springe were cal.ibrated and the amount ot spring mortening 
was computed to giTe the necee•ary preatreee tor a elab. This spring 
draw-up wu measured with caliper• and a acal.e with an aocurac7 ot plus 
or minus l/6J..,-in. Thie measurement was checked by noting the total 
e1ongation ot the preatressing roda at the jacking end. 
Slab let u-. 








'fABlE 3. PRESTRESS AID SPRIRG DATA 
5 1/2 in. X 25 in. Slabs 
Preetre 1 Bar Bar 
Unit Force Dia. Streal Qaantit7 
psi lba. in. p.S. ou.ter inner 
100 13600 3/4 15390 2 0 
300 (8)0 3/4 46170 4 4 
500 67800 7/8 561.00 4 4 
8 in. X 25 in. Slabs 
100 19900 3/4 22520 2 0 
300 59500 7/8 49500 4 4 




Free Height. Load Rate Per 
Rai.h+. 1/16-in. detl. 
.L.UW in • 
& 1/16 rT·40 511 
9 1/16 7.28 1430 
Sl/4 6.90 3150 
81/4 7.19 ll70 
8 l/4 7.07 3150 
81/4 7·'Zl 6300 
FIG. 13 
End Bearing Plates with Close Up of End P1ate for 
the 8-in. Sl.ab with 500 psi Prestress 
FIG. 14 
Loaded Spring Arrangement tor 5 ~/2 in. Slab with 
500 psi Preatress 
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FIG. 15 
'Dop - General View of Hydraulic Ram and Tw:i.n Jack 
Units 
Bottom. - Cl-ose Up View ot Jacks and Connections 
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TESTING PROCEDURE 
Inmettlateq after the jig. which vas used tor placing t;he gage p1ugs. 
vas removed initial calibration reacH.ngs were taken •• reference pointe. 
The initial. readings were taken on the 5o-in. l.engt,h gage pl.uge and on the 
10-in. warping pl.ugs. In some inetances cage pl.ug• were pul1ed out ot the 
concrete upon removal ot the jig. These were replaced i.Rmediate~ Uld 
calibration reading• were taken u eoon as the•e pointe had set in the 
concrete. 
Thereafter reading• were taken ~hree time• per dq tor the first 
three dqs. once each V8ek for one month and then once per month tor the 
remainder ot the time. The three readings per ~were taken earq in 
the moming at sunrise. mid-dq or approximatel¥ 1:00 p.m. • Uld ear]¥ in 
the eTeni.ng a.tter suneet. 
Special. 2A hour teet c7c1ee were taken during the tall. and winter 
to determine the effects ot seasonal. moisture condition. upon the move-
menta ot the alabs. The f'all CJ'Cle was taken during the month ot 
Novanber. 1956 and the winter cycle during the month ot January. 1957. 
For each te.t the 1engt,h change reacH.ng• tor 50-in. and 200-in. 
gage points were taken al.oag the aurface ot the •labs. In addition. the 
measurement• from the •lab• to the .t1.x.d. .monuaent• were taken ae a check 
on onral1 movements ot the al.ab. These readings were taken with the 
5o-1n. ga«e. Varping measurement a were taken throughallt the 1ength ot 
the alab with the 1Q-in. cllnaneter. 
Temperatures were taken at the time of each teat. As previo~ 
noted. these temperature a were taken at 1 l./4-in. • 2 3/4-in. • and 
4 1/4-in. bel.ow the top .urtace ot the 5 1/2-in. slabs .nd at depths 
ot 1 l/4-in. • 4-in. • and 6 3/4-i.n. tor the S-in. thick al.aba. 
The moisture content ot the subgrade waa taken onoe per month. 
Thia serri.ce was performed by the Mi•eouri. state Highwq Materials Dept. 
DATJ. 
FOR 
LEXG'l'H CHANGE AND END WARPING 
Pages 46 To 63 
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DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The data pre•ented in Tabl.e 4 represents the data accumulated on 
eight normal. concrete slabs ror a period ot six months beginning in 
August 1956 and ending in Februa17 1957. 
For each or the eight slabs the time or the teet is given al.ong 
with the aTerage •lab temperature Uld the obsened aurface l.ength change 
on a 200-in. gage length on the slab. The surrace l.ength change was com-
puted by taking the difference between the gage dial reading at the time 
or a particular test and the ori.gina1 calibration reading which was 
taken soon after the pour. 
The average sl.ab temperature was computed m the aTerage or the 
three gage depths in the s1ab. It was assumed tor these testa that the 
temperature gradient varied as a straight line through the depth of the 
slab. The Yalues ot the temperature gradient are also given in this 
table with a positive (+) sign indicating temperatures higher at the top 
surface than at the bottom and with a minus (-) sign to indicate a 
temperature gradient or opposite sense. 
The slopes at either end of the slabs are given in the tabl.e with 
a poeitiTe (+) sign indicating upward end slopea and a minus (-) sign 
indicating downward sl.opes. This data wa• gathered in a manner similar 
to that ot l.en«th change except that the calibration readings were 
taken as an &Terage or the first dq. Becauae ot the tact that the 
8labs were coTered w.Lth wet burlap there wa• no noticeabl.e change in 
warping measurements throughout the first dq. 
The final tabulation tor this data gives the adjusted llmgth 
change. Thi• is the slab l.ength change taking into account the curling 
or warping of the slabs. To compute this Yalue the end al.opes ot the 
slabs were mul.tiplied by one-half ot the alab thickness and this f'actor 
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added to or .ubtracted ~rom the obserYed sur~ace length change. When 
the enda or the slabs are curled upward the top fibers o~ the slab vould 
be shortened thus causing an apparent 1e h change. 
Since the tota1 amount ot data that vu taken throughout the aix 
months period is to vol.uminous to iDaert in this paper. the ~ollowiDg 
sixteen pages represents only the condenaed correlative data that v.Ul 
be used tor a.l'1&4rsis. Except tor end s1opes. all or the warping measure-
ments haTe been omitted. .ll.so. onq the total 1ens'h change measurements 
have been shcnm thus omitting the length change• at intermediate points 
throughout the slab length. 
4R 
Date • 
ft. ...... ,.... Slrtue ~s:: ~ of!..t, al Slab GNd. IADI'b ~ 
!..t ,..,. (JO) J0/1D. a... (in.) South lorth C2laDp (in.) 
1qat, 12, 1956 7s00 .a. 18.7 -·'ZI 0 +1 +4 0 1:00 p.a. 86.3 +1.36 •• o10 -12 -12 +e009 2- :45 p.a. .8 -.71 •• 006 -s -1 •• 006 _.... 
-...l3, 1956 aaoa.a. . , o • -.001 -4 -2 -.001 3t30 p.a. 17.0 •·64 +.006 -18 -10 •• oos 3Dq 8t30 , ... 19.3 0 ..006 -1 
-7 •• 006 
&qat 17, 19S6 ?&Z .... 82.7 -.18 -.OlD +33 +37 -.OCfl 1140p ... 93.2 +ell -.002 +6 +9 +003 7- 7145 p .. 91.9 -.31 -.fX1/ +14 +3> -.006 
1ap1t. a, 1956 8:15 .... 75·3 -.36 -.020 +70 +60 -.015 12t00 .... 85.9 +1.02 -.001 +16 +l4 0 
14- 6:15 , ... VI +1.45 •• om +'Z'I +31 +·009 
.. 
-.36 Aupat 31, 1956 8t15 ... 75.7 -.024 +50 +41 -.020 12t00 .... 86.5 +1.02 -.on +15 +13 -.OlD 21- 6:30 p.a. 87.3 -.36 006 +4t +39 -.003 
s.,,. , ... ?, 1956 7t30 .... 59· -1.76 -·039 +12> +ll7 -.029 
·-
6t35 , .. 76.7 -9.1 -.022 +84 +84 -.015 
~10,1956 ,,., .... 548 -1.18 -·Oie2 +1.60 +172 -.029 lt30 p.a. lA.? +1.02 -.025 ...es +92 -.017 
2Jidll 1:00 p.a. 61..5 
-·91 -·033 +133 +lSO -.022 
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'rA!IE 4 LEimH awlm AID WARPDIG DATA 
Slab #R-8000 
Date ud A«• time A wrap !-.p. Surtue EM Slope Adjuted 
ot't..t ot Slab Grid. leltb lOS Rad. IMlsth Tut ,.,. (pO) J0/1D. - (in.) Soath Bort.h C2lu&• (in.) 
-
lotutJer u, 1956 6:45 •••• 46.2 -.25 -.01.2 +78 +72 -.037 12:30 P••• 9.4 +2.56 -.026 +36 +31 -.02:3 
' IIDDtJl 7:00 P••• 57·5 .. ,6- -·033 +71 +70 -.O'Zl 
Dece.ber 14, 1956 6:50 .... 32.9 -.os -.or.9 +73 +29 045 7:30 P••• 31.8 
-· l -.oso +76 +44 -.045 4 IIDatJl 
Janua17 12, 1957 6:45 •••• 2h.7 -l.Ot. -.052 
+85 +58 -.046 
1:40 ••• 37.3 +1.64 -.040 +47 036 
s IIDDtJl 5:45 P••• 34.8 +·04 -.or.5 +68 +30 -.au 
I 7:20 •••• 52.5 +.72 -.025 +32 -16 -.025 
Peb~ 9, 1957 1:00 p.m. 55.0 +1.44 -.O'Zl +25 -15 -.O'Zl 
6 Month 7:00 P••• 51.2 +.11 -.032 +35 -9 -.031 
TABLii 4 ~ QWUS AID WARPIIU DATA 50 
liRe miAp u. Aftr&P Tlllrp. Sartue lad Slope Adjusted 
of!..t of Slab Orld. IAa&trb 105 Bal. !Aqth , .. T.-p. (!0) ,0/in. Cbap (in.) Soath llorth ct..n«• (in. ) 
AU!'J.It 141 1956 2:00 P••• 94.3 +0.2S +.010 -7 -9 +.009 
. 1~ 8:00 p.a. 87.2 -o.60 -·003 -1 +6 -.003 
-
- -
AupR 15, 1956 ?sOO a.a. 78.7 ;as -.OlD +16 0 -.009 3:00 p.a. 89.3 +0.49 
-·WI -9 -14 -.008 2 DI.T .,30 p.a. Sit -o.:s6 -.011 
-
-10 -.on 
A1lp8t 16, 1~6 6:4S a.a. 
76 -.()36 -.018 +22 -3 -.017 
1100 p.a. 92 
-
-.014 -11 -28 -.012 ,_ 
7130 p.a. 92 +0.31 -.011 +12 -11 -.on 
Aqut, 20, i956 8:2s · .... 61..5 .0.29 -HJ7 +47 +17 -.034 
7 n., 3:l.S P••• 79 +0.67 -·023 +19 +2 -.022 
a.Ut rt, 1956 8:3> a.m. 74 -0.31 -.0)2 +72 +49 -.O'Zl 1:15 p.a. 9l.S +1.68 -.012 +19 -2 -.011 14- 7:00 p.a. 91.5 .o.cn -.016 +54 +37 -.012 
s...-r 3,1956 7:30a.a. 70 -o.96 -.~ +lll +100 -·035 
1:06 p.a. ~.s +1.52 -.OlO +32 +17 -.008 21- "/tOO n ... L QO.A .0 .. 2 -.aut ...&. +77 -.012 
- -
-
~10,19S~ 6s30 a.lll. 65.2 -1.08 -.os6 +l37 +126 -.045 
28Dq ~ 12:35 P•• 79.5 +2.47 -.034 .t4) +26 -.031 
, 7:00 p.a. 83 +0.11 -.036 +85 +85 -.029 
51. 
.,... ml Ap !bl ,.,..... ,...,. Sartaoe ~Slope AdJuftecl 
ott..t.' ot Slab GNd. x.apb Rid. IAmlth 
'-' 
,...,. (,0) .,0/m. C2aap (!D.) SoQt.b --~ ,. (in.) Borth 
Oat.ober 15, 1956 6:30 ••• 66 -o.ss -.052 :~ +172 I -·039 1:10 peL 79·5 +2.00 -.031 +75 -.025 
2Jblth 7:35 P••• 74.2 -o.28 -.or.o +140 +157 I -.030 
lov..,.r 13, 1956 6:30 .... 42.2 -o.60 -.o63 +124 +102 -.OS4 1100 p ... 56.0 +1.87 -.Oie3 +67 +46 -.038 
' Maat.h ?tOO P••• 55 0 -.050 +9S +79 -.~ 
n--..15, 1956 6145 ... 38.4 ~.en -.oss +72 +49 
-.oso 
lz15 , .. 41 +0-49 -.oss +72 +42 -.049 
4 Haath 7t201t.a. IJl ..o.os -.055 +TI +)6 -.01+9 
-
. 
Jcar'T 11, 1957 7:05 .... 17.3 -1.09 -.082 +152 +9'1 -.rt12 1130 p. 3().) +1.63 -.o68 +106 +57 -.o6l 5 Jfaat.h 1;~.1.." ft .. ll.. -,2 0 -.069 +162 +61. .ollJ 
.... 
'*-rr16, 1957 7:05 .... )2.0 .0.92 -.or~ +18 +35 -.oss 
6 lloDth 1:15 p.a. 42.5 +1.51 -.01.4 +45 ..a -.043 8:15 u ... 38.5 -o.ss -.052 +81.. +ZI -.01&8 
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Slab IR-8.300 
Date u4 Ap u. A.nrap T.-p. SUrface 1bl Slope AclJuted 
of!..t. ot Slab Gnd. lAa!t.h os Rid. Len&th Teat Temp. (pO) JO/in. Chanp (in.) South llortb Ch&Da• (in. ) 
Aupat, 17, 1956 2:45 p.a. 89.7 +·'73 +.012 - - +.012 
lDIJ 7:45 p.a. 88 ··2S +.012 - - +.012 
8:00 .... 81.7 -.23 -.008 -7 0 -.008 
Aupat, 18, 1956 12s40 P••• 87.1 +1.a! +.002 -28 -8 +.001 
2~ 7:30 peL 88.9 +.65 •• ool -34 +4 +.<XX> 
Aqut 23, 1956 7:00 •••• 69.6 -.72 -· 0 
+60 49 -.0.36 
1:00 P• • 92.6 +3.22 -.017 -4 -2 -.017 7 DIJ 8:10 p.a. 91.2 -.018 -.026 +48 6 -.022 
AtapA 30, 19S6 7:20 .... 7]..0 -.85 -.01.4 +82 76 -.038 1:45 p.a. 92.3 +1.71 -·023 +23 17 -.021. 
14DIJ 1:45 P• • 89.3 -·24 -OZl +63 49 -.OZJ 
~6,1956 7:3) •••• 68.9 -1.65 -.OS4 133 l30 -.01.3 
5:45 p.a. 85.2 +.60 -.036 74 80 -.0)0 
21DIJ 
Septtllber 12, 1956 7:15 P• • 72 2 -.6o -.051 
160 149 -·039 
2:00 P•• 93.2 +).26 -.022 52 Sl -.018 
Zl_ D&Y 7100 P•• 9().1 +.72 -.032 105 ll17 -·02.3 
tober 16, 1956 6:30 .... 66.7 -.72 -.062 
lC}tf 3>2 -·U4.() 
1:10 p • 80.7 +1.38 -.039 115 122 -·030 
2 1blth 6:35 p.a. 76.5 -.72 -.051 183 186 -.035 
Slab #1-8300 
DaemlAp '1'1.- Annp , .... 9arfue 
IDl Slope Adjuatecl 
of TNt ot Slab QNII. IAalth lOS 114. x.apb !Mt ,....,. (pO) ro/ia. a-a- (in.) Soath lofth ~ (in.) 
lote.ber 16, 1956 6aSO •·•· .37.2 -2.18 -·078 168 142 -.066 12a20 P••• 47.6 +1.09 -.o67 ll4 101. -.osa 
3 Moat.h 6:00 P••• 44·3 -1.56 -.o61. 142 128 -.OS) 
December 15, 1956 7:00 .... )8.6 •. u ..066 126 81. -.058 1:20 p.a. 41.4 +·54 -062 121 Tl -.054 
4 Moat.h 7:10 p.a. 40.5 0 -.063 134 78 -.oss 
-
Jarm&r7 12, 1957 1:40 p.a. 37.8 +1.~ -.o61. 118 61. -.OS? 
5 Moat.h 5:45 p.a. 36.0 -.U -.069 139 66 -.o61 
March 6, 1957 7:00 .... 38.9 -.lJ -.cn2 I 122 92 -.ol6 1:10 ... 48 • .3 +1., -.065 • 68 ..059 6 Mont.h 1:05 p.a. 43.1 I 
··" 




TABLE 4 1IICTH CHAJm: AID VARPDG DATA 
Slab #R-8SOO 
Date aD4 Ap Ti• , . ._. ,..,. Surface ~Sl~ Adjuted 
ot T•t ot Slab GIWI. ~ x.qth 
Te.t , • ..,. (po) FO/in. en- (in.) South North ,- (in.) 
Ausust 23, 19 6 7:00 •••• 75.6 -.78 -.009 - - -.009 l:lS p.m. 82.9 •• 60 -~ - - -.co. 
l 0., 7:20·p.a. 79.1 -.11 -.005 
- -
-.oos 
A~t 24, 1956 7:30 .... 72 • .3 -.28 -.on +2 +2 -.011 12:3> P••• 76.2 •·55 -.005 -7 -13 -.005 
2Da7 6·30 p •• 835 -.36 -.001 -10 -3 -001. 
Auplt. 25, 1956 8:10 .... 69.2 -.42 -.011 -2 -1 -.on 1:20 P••• 83.4 +1.82 +.024 -~ -26 •• oz 
~ Il&T 7:10 P••• 88.1 -.24 •• oos - - .oos 
Ausu\ 29, i9S6 8:00 .... Tiel -· -.(YJ3 +71 +SO -.o29 1:35 p.a. 9).) +1.64 -.017 +ZI +17 -.015 
7Ila7 7:40 p.a. 8).2 -.67 -.028 +51 +42 -.024 
September 51 195~ 8:00 .... T/.1 -.73 -·033 + :~ -.f];l!J 1:3.5 p.a. 93·3 +2.78 -.017 +'Zl -.o s 14~ 7:40 P• • 83.2 0 -.028 +51 +42 -.024 
Sept,-.ber 13,195~ 7:12 •••• n.s -.67 -.062 +Z>l +155 -·UieB 
22Ila7 1:45 p.a 91.0 +2.78 -.029 +71 +44 .025 7:10 p.a. 88.7 +.31 -.ou +148 +lD'I -.031 
Sept. r 19, 1956 8:45 .... n.o +.)6 -.060 +189 +130 -aut 28- 1:10 p.a. 81.7 +2.01. -.01.2 +121 +78 -·034 6:50 p.a. ~.1 -.67 -.053 +187 +146 -.040 
I 
TABlE 4 IElfG'1'H CHAHGB AID WARPING DATA 
Slab HR-8SOO 
Date m1 A«e TiDe Aftl"a«e Ta.p. Surt • ~Slope Adjusted ot Teat ot Slab Grad. tea,t,h Rid. Lenst,h 
Tnt Temp. (pO) FO/in. Chap (in.) SCA~th Rorth Change (in.) 
October 22, 1956 i=?2 a.m. ~:f t1~~5 -.040 +221 +110 : P••• 
-.055 +143 +98 -.Ot.s 2 Meath 7:00p.m. 68.9 -.60 -.067 +192 +106 -.056 
Novweber 25, 1956 6:45 •••• 38.2 -·24 -.cs. +159 +ll7 -·073 2:00 p.m. 39.9 -.05 -.00) +149 +lll -·07J 3 Month 5:00 p.m. )8.1 -.64 -.fH'/ +159 +121 -.076 
Decaaber 21, 1956 7:45 •••• 43.4 +.05 -.090 +141 +101. -.(flO 1:25 P••• 44.8 +.13 -.078 +134 +105 -.068 
4 Month 7:05 P••• 42.9 -.42 -.an +143 +lll -.071 
February 2, 1957 10:30 •••• 34.9 +.67 -.005 +119 +09 .(116. 1:3 P••• 38.8 +.85 -.079 +88 +74 - rn2 5 Month 6:00 P••• )6.2 +44 -.cs. +l.Oit +96 -.076 
Febrt.Jarr 14, 1957 7:00 a.m. 35·7 -1.00 -.OIT/ +144 +126 -.f116 1:15 P••• 46.2 +1.66 -.C1/4 +Cfl +SO -.068 6 Month 7:30 p.m. 41.3 -.50 -.oeo +133 + 
-·070 
56 
TAEU 4 Ll1mH CIWIGB AID WARPIRG DATA 
Date and Age !1M Anrap Ta.p. SUrface lbl Slope Adjusted 
ot Tnt ot Slab Gnd. ~ loS &M. LIDIUl 
Teat Temp. (,0) VO/in. ChaDp (in.) Soath lort.h ~e (in.) 
Aupt 9, 1956 2:00 P••• 81 -.008 -.008 8:30 p.a. 81 -·009 -.009 
lDq 
Aqut 10, 1956 9130 •••• 70 -.CX)CJ +6 +15 -.oos 2z00 P••• 78 •• oo1 -8 -s •• ool 
2 Dq 8:45 P••• 81 -·33 -.001 +6 +4 -.001 
Ausut n, 1956 7:00 .... 76 0 -.008 +10 +S -.ooe 2:30 p.a. 82.7 +1."' +.OC:O -4 +10 +.aaJ 
3 Da7 9:00 p.a. 80 -.1? -.ocw. +6 +15 -·003 
Aqut lS, 1956 7:30 .... 78 -1.0 -.018 +66 +63 -.014 ~30 p.a. 102 +1.43 +·004 +lS +20 •• oos 7Dq 8:00 P••• 94 -1.67 -.006 +72 +6o 
-.002 
Aupt 22, 1956 7:30 •••• 65.5 -.17 -.028 +74 +rl -.025 2:00 P• • 92.4 +3·24 -.rot. +26 +9 -·003 
l4Dq 7:20 p.a. ~ -.47 -.008 +79 +56 -.001. 
Aupet 28, 1956 8:25 •••• 79 -·33 -.019 +100 +24 -.0 6 
21Dq 1:10 P•• 95.8 +l.TT +.001+ +67 +1 •• 006 7100 p ... 82.5 
-·"' 
-.013 +95 +36 -.()()9 
Sept,ember 5' 1956 7:.30 .... 69.7 -.s3 -.034 +146 +SS -.028 
28Dq 1:30 p.a. 96.9 +3·14 -.006 +66 +16 -·001. 7:20 p.a. W'/.6 -.51 -.OZ/ +lll .a> -.022 
57 
TABLE 4 LENGTH CHANGE AND WARPING DATA 
Slab I B-55000 
1'1al ...... , ... SUrtace !nd Slope Mljuted Ode azd. ot Slab Ond. Ltn,tb 105 Rid. Lenath d/T..t ,.. ,...,. (,0) re/ta. a.np (in.) South Borth ~·(in.) 
October s, 1956 6:30 .... 55.2 -1.23 -·044 +226 +lBS -.033 1:00 p.a. 81.5 +3·29 -.017 +124 ~ -.011 2 IIDath 7:00 p.a. 73.7 -.8) -.028 +3>6 +132 -.019 
low..,_. 8, 1956 6t4S a.a. 42.4 .10 -.a~ts +137 +30 -·040 1:15 p ... 43.3 -.90 ~w. + 0 +100 -.038 
3 Maath 7:15 p.a. 39.1 -l.S6 -.C1J7 +137 +SS -.032 
Dec..,.r 14, 1956 7:10 .... )2.6 -·23 -.042 +ll3 +56 -· 37 1:00 p ... 35·9 -.%) -·Oit2 +101. +S -·039 4 Jlaat,h 7:00 p ... 31.4 
-·51 -·01.2 +129 -6 -·039 
~ 12,1957 7:00 .... ~.8 -1.(f1 -.OS3 +132 +25 -.049 
s .. b 1:=~~ p.a. M:J +_~'If -·m t61 I ~ -·~ 5: Op.a. 
-· -· 
. 7:35 .... 52.6 +·57 -.034 +53 +48 -.0)1 
Pebruar,r 9, 1957 ltZ p.a. 56.2 +1.34 -.03s +46 +45 -.032 
6th Maatb 50.8 0 -.033 +36 +39 -.031 
Slab IRSSlOO 
n.. Awrqe ,...,. Sarf•• Dd Adjutecl lOS .... te Ml Ap of Slab Onll. ~~ Lta&tb ot !elt !-.t !e~~p. (po) pOlL ~t+_h lorth -. (in.) 
Aqut 14, 1956 3:00 p.a. 92.7 •• 67 
-·009 
- - -·009 
1._ 9:00 p.a. 84.5 -1.67 -.016 - - -.016 
Aupft 15, 1956 8:00 .... 79.2 +·24 -.021 0 -s -.021 2:00 p.a. 90.4 +1.%3 -.008 
- -
-.008 2Da7 7135 p.a. 8).8 
-.40 -.017 -1 -4 -.017 
1qut 16, 1956 1130 •••• ?6.) -·30 -.022 +4 _, -.022 2:00 p.a. 89.0 +2.43 
-·Ol4 -21 -zt -.015 ,._ 7:55 p.a. 83.4 
-23 -.0]3 -1 -6 
-.013 
Aqut, 20, 1956 1:00 •••• 63.4 
-·90 --035 +24 +11 
-·034 1- 3145 p.a. 1.3 +.06 -.020 +14 -3 -.024 
Aupat 'rl' 1956 7:30 .... 70.2 -·03 -·01.2 +92 +70 -.0,38 1:35 p.a. 95.5 +1.36 -.013 +52 +29 -.on 14Dq 7:45 p.a. 88.8 
-.63 -.O'Zl +102 +72 -.022 
Septaber 3, 1956 7::1D .... 6?.8 -.63 -.oso +170 - -.at.) 1:3) p.a. 95·5 +2.60 -.013 +n +44 -.010 21._ 7:50 P••• 84-4 -1.26 -.030 +139 +95 
-·024 
a...,_. 10, 1956 6:50 •••• 64.8 -1.16 -.057 +210 +152 -.047 12t50 , ... 86.5 +2.*> 
-·034 +89 +SS -.030 28._ 7:17 p.a. 84.0 
-1.36 -.038 +174 +128 -.0)0 
Date ud Ap 'l'J.- A 
-· 
Sartace a:, Slope Adjuted 
ot !at ot Slab ar.l. Iepb .... Iepb ,.. 
,...,. (JO) in. C2llap (in.) ~-" IOI'Ul - _{111.1 
Oat.ober 13' 1956 7:00 .... 62.3 
-·'10 -.os6 +26S +190 
-· 
2 lblth 1:30 p.a. 829 +2.?4 -.036 +185 +112 -.028 
Row.ber 13, 1956 6:50 .... 1 -·73 -.070 +191. +105 -.062 1:00 p ... 63.6 +1.96 -.051 +138 +70 -~s 3 Month 7:15 p ... 55.7 -.23 -.055 _+l.'lCl ~ -..01..7 
Deoaber 15, 1956 7:2D .... 39 2 +·13 -.062 +l47 +56 -.os6 1:40 p.a. 42.1 +eS6 -.062 +158 +St. -.o-._.6 
4 Month 7:10 p ... 39.9 +.10 -.062 +1S2 +55 -.os6 
Jan1JU7 17, 1957 7:15 ... 14.0 -2.00 -·09' +%JS +100 
_.., 
1:30 p.a. 31.0 
-·f114 +254 +6o -.o6s 
5 lblt.h 5:35 P•• 26.2 -.17 -·0'18 +253 ...., -.o69 
Pebruar,J 16, 1957 7:25 .... 30.5 -·37 -.070 +169 +33 -.064 1:15 p.a. 46.S +1.61 -.oss +99 ~ +5 -.052 6 Month 8:30 p.a. 36.6 
··73 -.o69 +147 +3 -.064 
60 
TABlE 4 lENGTH CHARGE AID WARPIHG DATA 
Slab IR-SS300 
Date aud AI• ~ A'tWapt , ... Surface End5S]Dpe Adjuated 
ot'l'..t. ot Slab GNl. Lea«th 10 Be. ~h 
'l'ut. '~'IIIP• cro> fO/Ut. C2lanp (iD.) South North Change (in.) 
Aqut 24, 1956 7:00 a •· TJ.6 -.tfl -.an - - -.an 1:00 p.a. 8'/.6 +•93 -002 
- -
-.002 
1Dir 7:05 p.a. Tt.8 -.63 +.colt 
- -
.001. 
Au t, 2S, 1956 7:45 .... 67 6 -.110 -.006 +9 +3 -.006 
1:45 P•• 76.) +1.27 +.oo2 -13 -14 +.ool 
2Dar 8:15 p.a. T1.2 -.:so •·003 +9 -4 +~003 
.lupd 26, 1956 7:00 •••• 7).2 -.fll +.001 -s +.ool 1:00 p.a. S>.2 +2.00 +·OCfl -n -l3 +.oo6 
3Dq 7:00 P••• 85.9 -·03 +.(X)S +9 +3 • .ooe 
AU8Q8t 30, 1956 7:10 a •• 70.6 -.77 -.02S +62 +24 -~ 1:20 P••• 89.6 +2-40 -.ol3 +17 3 ·.013 7Dq 7:00 p.a. 89.2 -.40 -013 +51 +19 -.on 
Septaber 6, 1956 7:20 •••• 66.2 -1.83 -.051 +130 +120 -
14o.r 6:00 P••• *>.4 •• I) -.o.34 +154 +'11 -.O'ZI 
s....,.. 12,195~ 7:15 a •· 69.9 - -.a~.s +202 +l40 -.036 2:30 p.a. 92.1 +) 16 -.017 +90 162 -010 20- 7:10 o.a. 8'/.9 ~·30 -071 +175 +123 -.019 
September 20, 195~ 7:30 •••• 63.6 +· -.osl +214 +141 -.041 12:30 p.a. 76.0 +2.54 -.o3S +133 +143 ··f1ZI 28- 7:00 p.a. rrt.9 -1.30 -.Oitl +223 +153 -.031 
TABII 4 LamB awrGI AID VARPIIO D!TA 
Slab lft-55300 
Date m1 As• n.. Awnp !lllp. SVtaoe ~Slope Adjut,ed 
ot !eft. ot Slab arM. IAncth Bad. Leqt.h 
Telt ,...,. (ro) J0/1D. a.p (in.) Soa.th Borth <2I&Dp (in.) 
October 23, 19S6 6:30 •••• 6.4 -.90 -.061. +224 +167 -.oso 
2 MaiUl 7:00 p.a. 69.5 ~.83 -.050 +215 +143 -· 0 
loftllber 22, 1956 6:00 .... 26.4 -1.90 -.080 +3>9 +138 -.(1/0 
3 llaatb 1:35 p.a. )8.9 +.47 -.065 +159 +82 -.oss 5:15 , •• 33.9 -1.27 -.cno +1Tl +108 -.062 
ho...,.r 22, 1956 6:SO a.a. 39.0 
-·30 -.061. +16.3 +71 -.055 
4 lbltb 
8:00 .... 29.6 -1.00 -.068 +63 +128 -.063 
Pebru&r7 2, 1957 1:45 p.a. 39.2 +2.01. -.053 +61. -9 -.051 
s llcat.h 5:55 p.a. )6.0 +·03 -.063 +136 +62 -.057 
Pebftar, 22, 1957 7:00 .... 37.0 0 -.o69 +157 +59 -.o63 1:35 P•L 42.3 +1.22 -063 +128 +38 -.060 
6 llaaUl 7:45 P••• 40.5 -.17 -.o68 +209 + -.061 
Date and Age -n. A'NNp T.ap. Surface 
Ebl Slope Adjuted 
ot Slab GNd. IAqth 105 814. IAqth 
otT..t Tut T.ap. (po) '10/in. ~ (in.) South I crib Cbup (in.) 
A~ 29, 1956 7:30 •••• t!J.7 -.oos - - -.005 1:50 p.a. 84.1 +.57 .005 - - -.005 
1~ 7:50 P••• 81 -.67 -.fXf'/ - - -·fXfl 
Auguat .30, 1956 7:50~ 77.2 -.67 -.~ 9 3 
-.ooe 
1:35 p.a. 82.5 +.83 -.OOt. -4 -10 -.pal. 
20., 7:10 P••• ao -.67 -.C1:11 4 -2 an 
7:30 a.m. 74·4 -.P/1 -.o 6 -9 0 -.016 
Auguat 31, 1956 12:.35 P••• 82.1 +.43 -.0 -.3 ll -.018 3Dq 7:30 P••• 82.3 -.36 -.()09 +14 4 -·009 
September 4, 1956 7:30 •••• 68 -.73 -.OlJO 166 124 -.052 
1:15 P••• 93 +2.62 -·035 69 50 -.032 7 Dq 7:45 P••• 8'1 -1.00 -.01.3 174 134 -.035 
Septeiaber 11, 1956 7:3> .... 68 -.67 -·0'10 
263 192 -.osa 
1:40 p.a. 81 +2.26 .oss 183 147 -.01.6 
l4Da, 7:10 p.a. 82 0 -.<ll.9 231 195 -.037 
-
7:12 .... 63 -1.66 -.079 369 "312 -.060 
S
8
ptember 18, 1956 1: 0 P••• 83 +2.16 -.053 234 lf{T -.au 
21DQ 7:00 P••• 79·5 -1.00 -.059 3 216 -.01.3 
September 25, 1956 7:40 •••• iiJ -·93 -.ens 275 222 -.061 ~,,, ... 81 +3· -.051 lB3 l48 -.au 
28Dq 6151 ; •• 78 -.67 -.058 250 208 
- 04.5 
TABlE 4 LERG'm ClWIGE AID WARPDG DATA 
Slab IR-55500 
Date aDd Age ·TU. Annp Te.p. Sartace Ba1 Slope Adjuted 
ot T•t ot Slab Grad. Length loS Rid. Lc\gtJl 
Teat T-.p. (,0) rG/in. ·Cbanp (in.) South Rortll Change (in.) 
-
October 30, 1956 6:35 •••• 571 -.43 -.081 312 . 2J7 -.066 
1:30 P••• 66 0 -.rrt2 2JY/ 225 -.058 
2 Mmth 
No..mber 22, 1956 6:30 a.m. 'r!.? -1.66 -.1~ 434 257 -.085 1:45 P••• 40.3 0 -.091 269 193 . -.(1'/8 3 Month 5:00 P••• 35.3 -1.33 -·.096 295 222 . -.082 
December 22, 1956 7:15 ..... 39 0 -.Oifl 259 178 -.rns 
4 Month 1:10 P••• 42.3 -.33 -.087 252 162 -.075 
Februar.y 2, 1957 7:30 ••• 29.7 -1.00 -.100 324 
267 -.Ol4 
1:40 P•• • 39 +2.33 -.086 'r/6 219 -.073 
5Month 5:45 P••• 36 +.33 -.092 228 212 -.oeo 
Febnw-y 22, 1957 
7:20 •••• 37·3 -.n ·. -.088 +261. +1(/ -.076 
1:50 P••• 43.6 +.99 -.082 +230 +157 -.072 
6 Month 7:35 P•••· 41.3 -.50 -·084 +259 +222 -.074 
RESULTS 
LENGTH CJIAHG~: Each al.ab wa• anaJ.Tzed for the ohms•• in ~ength 
u related to the e:t~ect ot temperature and moiat.ure at Yariou• agea 
throughout a period of approximat.eq aix months. The amount of move-
ment V&8 taken on a 200-in. gage ~ength as given in Tab1e 4. 
Length change a• related to average slab temperature has been 
graphed in Figures 16-A through ~6-H. These graphs were constructed by 
plotting the length changes at the time o:t each teat against the average 
temperature o:t the slab at that time. The ordinate or length change vas 
determined by taking the ob•ened surface length change an correcting 
this to a length change at the center depth o:t the sl.ab by tald.ng into 
account the eoo slopes. 
A series or straight linea were drawn connecting the point• ot each 
test cycle. This indicates that the da1JT 1ength change is proportional. 
to the change in temperature at that time. The aeries ot lines on each 
graph also indicates that the thermal ooettioient ot expansion doea not 
change an;r appreciab1e Mlou.nt with age ot moisture condiiaon. AnT 
variation or departure o:t the pointa rran a straight line IDQ' be attri-
buted to errore in readinc the length change gage a and the thermc:aetera. 
The thermal coe.t11cient of expansion was caaputed tor each o:t the 
eight •lab•• The coefficient Yariea trom a Yal.ue ot O.fXXXXYJ9/FO tor the 
5 1/2-in. slab with 500 psi prestress to a Talue ot o.OOOOOSO/FO :tor the 
8-in. slab with no preatreaa. 'l'here is apparently no correlation between 
these coefficients and the magnitude o:t preetre••. The aTerage o:t the 
coefficients is o.OCXXXJ45/FO• This is in c~ose agreement with other 
t.eata(8) which haTe been conducted on concrete with aggregates eimilar 
( 8) Mitchell, L. J. • 'l'hermai Expansion Te.ts o.t Agregatee • Heat 
Cementa and Concretes, Proo. A.S.T.K •• Vol. 53· 1953 pp, 96'3-977. 
to the crushed limestone llllhich was used in these alabs. 
It mq al.so be ob•erved from the•e graphs that there is a general 
tendency for the alabs to decrea•e in length ror a period or approxi-
mately three weeks to one month. Uter thia period there appears to be 
a growth tondeno7 as is evidenced b7 "h• lines morlng back up the eoale. 
These move~~ents haTe been pl.otted in Figure 17-a for the 8-in. slabs and 
in Figure 17-b for the 5 1/2-in. alabs. 
The reference point tor the graphs o~ Figure 17-a and 17-b was 
taken :trom t.he point of zero length obmlge on the first cUQ" calibration 
line on the graphs in Figure 16. 'lhe ordinate rrom this reference line 
to All7 other line represents the total. length change at a particular age 
and thue would eliminate temperature expansion and contraction. There-
tore, the graphs of Figure 17 8hov the total net change in l.ength of the 
slabs at art7 time. The net chaages include ahr1nk.ge, creep and the 
el.a8tic defo:mation due to the application of prestress without the 
temperature e~fect. 
From the•e curves it JDQ' be •e~n that in September the oreep and 
ahrinkage of the 8l.ab• b.t stopped and .trom this time on the alabe 
emibit a rel.ativel¥ rapid growth. For the 8l.abs with no prestress the 
slabs or both thiokneeeea reach a point in Jamia17 and Februa17 where the 
et~ect o~ ehrinkage has been oTercom.e. The rate of growth 1• apparent,q-
af'fected by the magnitude of prestresa as the al.ab• with 500 pe:i pre-
stress do not eJChibit the ri•ing slope to the same degree as the s1abs 
with 0, 100 and 300 psi prestress. 
The observed elastic deformation due to the application or pre-













A oompar,ative deformation using a modUlus of elasticity of 31 0001000 
psi wculd give values o~ 0.007-i.n •• 0.03)-.in., and 0.03.3-in. for pre-
stress ot 100,300 and 500 psi. 
6S 
A. graph of creep and shrinkage st rains trom the date of application 
of prestress is shown in Figure 18-a and 18-b. i'bese graphs were con-
structed by using the strain immediate~ after the prestress was applied 
as a reference point. Unit changes in l.ength for this reference point 
were plotted at the various dates of obse~tion and curves were drawn 
so that the general trend ot the slab growth wou1d be indicated. As a 
coll'parison the unit l.ength changes in the slabs with no __ reetress were 
plotted by taking the third ~ as a reference point. Slabs R-8100 and 
R-55100 were both prestressed on the third clio" after pouring the slab. 
It is noted in the graphs that the trend curves indicate a lower strain 
for slabs with no prestress than for the slabs with 100 psi prestress. 
A precipitation chart is also shown in Figure 18. Tris chart gives 
the distribution o~ raint&l.l. in inches through each month and also the 
total rainfall during the month. By comparing the graphs in Figure 18-a 
and 18-b it is evident that the creep ani shrinkage strains were maxilrum 
during the relative:q dry weather during the first 15 dqs ot September. 
Thereafter. the curves show a general rise l.Dltil. they level out during 
the latter part ot December. However, this occurs during a veey wet 
month. To ex:plai n this leveling out of the strain curve during a wet 
month, it ia poasib1e that the preT.ioua entrance ot moisture haa caused 
some further hydration of cement particles which bas seal.ed off all 
voids, thus making impossible ~ .fUrther entrance of moisture regard-
leas of the amount of precipitation. 
A .fUrther comparison ot creep and shrink~e strains as rel.ated to 
the amount of prestress is shown in Figure 19. The graphs show the 
amolDlt of ahrinkage or growth strains in the sl.aba for the months of 
December~ JanU&17 and February, taking the strain ilnmedi&te:Qr after 
application of the prestressing force as a reference point. Thia graph 
shows that during this period~ lddl.e the slab• are .roore or lese in an 
equilibrium stage~ the tota1 strain is almost directly proportiona1 to 
the amount o~ imposed preatre••· 
This graph al.so indicates, it o~ the strains in the concrete are 
considered~ the optimwn prestresa tor this short period or time i.s 
approximat~ 300 psi for both the 5 l/2-in. and 8-in. alaba. However, 
a l.onger period of obeerY&tion may cban&e the trend of these ourYea. 
The air temperature• varied from approxillate~ lOO FO to 5 FO 
during the eix month period of testing. 'l'he corresponding anrage slab 
temperatures for thia period ranged rrom a II&Ximum o~ 102 FO to a mini-
mum of l4 FO. An 8-in. alab and a 5 l./2 in. alab both with l.OO pai 
prestress were tested at the loweat range of temperature• dllri.ng vbich 
it was found that the baae was :trosen. A caapariaon of the length 
ohangee of these slabs with other alabs indicates the ~rozen base con-
dition h.:! little or no effect upon the relative moftment of the alabs 
other than the effect of be1ow normal. temperatures. 
A comparl80n ot \he net deformation (Figure 17-a and l.7-b) of \he 
5 l/2-in. and 8-in. alaba ahow that in general the 8-in. slab• ubibit 
leas length ohm ge than the 5 1/2-in. alaba. A tabulation of the ob-















Tbeae figure• are for net l.eogth chang•• ezcl.uding the -~~ect o~ 
temperature expansion and contraction. 
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W.ARfiiG CHARACTERISTICS: The vertical. moftllllente of the slabs were 
obeerYed b7 measuring the slopes on lo-in. gage lensth• throughout a 
21.0-in. section o~ the •lab• The alopes at arq time were taken with 
reference to the original. calibration which was taken as an aYer~e or 
the first dq readings. 
Graph• of the end elopes ot the 8l.aba have been plotted in Fisure 
~ and Figure 20-b tor t he two thicknesses of slabs. The pointe u 
plot'ted tor a117 date haYe been corrected to a ~ue auch that the 
tcperature gradient woul.d be sero. 'l'he end 8l.opea were plotted for 
each cyc1e of teet beginning on the third dtq' alter pouring the slabs 
and continuing through a winter cycle :Ln Februa17. As shown in the 
graphs, the end slopes on the third dq are TeJ7 sn•l 1. The vet burJ..p 
tbat was used to cure the slabs kept the slab• from drying out at the 
surface and also kept the temperature relative:q constant. 'l'bis would 
explain the very low warping mOYements during the tiret three dqs. 
Jmmediat~ after the remOYal ot the burlap it i• •een that the 
slabs begin curling upward. This continue• through the months of 
September and October, both of lddch were dr7 month•• This dey penod, 
which bas dried out the top surface of the slab, hu apparen~ cau•ed 
the upward curling. During the latter part of Oct.ober the end dope• 
reach the maximum upward cur1 and thereafter the •lopes be&f.n a 8light 
decline &Di gaoerall7 le-n1 out to a relativ.q constant Y&l.ue in \he 
month of December. 
A ca.parison of end alope nreus magrd tude of pre•trea• abova that 
sl.aba with higbe.t level of prestress retain a higher ftl.ue of end 
slope when compared with slabs of 1onr preetre•s• After the •labs have 
more or lea a reached an equilibrium period in Deced>er and Januar.y, the 
T&riation in end alopes tor the 8-in. slabs ia approximate:Q- 60 x w-5 
radian• and for the 5 1/2-in. slabs the variation is about 150 x 10-5 
radians. with regard to the intensity of stre•s• The 5 l/2-in. •labs 
gener&J4r haTe higher end slopes than the 8-in. slabs. Thi• ia parti-
cular~ true ror the slabs v.i..th 500 pai prestre•s• The ~.terence in end 
s1ope .tor the two slabs is on the order o.t 120 x 10-5 radians. 
It was round that there was a definite change in the d&i~ n.riation 
of end a1opes during the testing period. The end a1ope Taried .tor a one 
degree temperature gradient aa DDloh as 35 x J.0-5 radiana .tor the hot dl7· 
weather in September to a value o.t 5 x J.0-5 radians in the oold and damp 
winter weather. This is shown in figure 21-a and 21-b .tor both thick-
nesses ot slabs. Thi.s phenomenan appears to dtepamt more upon moisture 
col¥iitions than any other factor. Again the magnitude or prestress baa 
Ul inf'J.uenoe upon the trend of the ourY••· I't is seen that the •labs 
with the high prestress 1eve1s •how 'the most change in end sl.ope .tor 
one degree temperature change per inch of depth. A variation in sl.ab 
thickness, however. has li-ttle or no ettect upon the change. 
The vertical defiection o.t the slabs as related to the distance 
.troa the center is shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. In Figure 22-a 
through 22-h the curling ot the slab is •hovn tor each of the eight 
slab• tor an anrage sUIIDler condition. Fisure 23-a through 23-h ehOWII 
the curling or warping of the sl.abs tor a winter condition. Three 
curTea have been p1ot.ted tor each •1ab tor two temperature conditions. 
CurYe (A) shows the position o.t the slab in the ear~ morning with the 
top ot the slab general.J.¥ being oool.er than the bottom. Curve (B) ahows 
the aame slab at mic:l<iq when the top ot the slab is warmer than the 
bottom. Curve (C) shows the total change trom aarq morning to middq'. 
The data tor the 8UJI]Iler condition ot slab curling vaa taken during 
the month ot Sep-tember. These gralit• (Fig. 22) show that the curYea are 
relativ~ um.rorm except tor the tact that the south end or the slab ia 
subject to more curl.ing than the north end. This ie true for all slabs 
except tor the 8-in. slab with no preetrees. All. the alaba that were 
prestressed carried the relativ~ he&V7 spring assemblies on the north 
end, which posaib~ accounts tor these slabs warping more on the south 
em than the north end. However, the 5 l./2-in. slab with no prestress 
exhibits Ud• same tendency. This slab was placed adjacent to the 8-in. 
slab with 500 psi prestress with a veey heavy sixteen spring assmeb~ 
for prestressing. It ~ be posaibl.e that this heavy assembly int1uenoed 
the movements of the 5 l./2-in. al.ab through subgrade reaction. The 
drainage characteristics ot the aubgrade mq al.eo infiuence the w.rping 
ot the sl.ab trom end to end. 
The graphs ot Figure 23 show t.he curling ot the •l.abs in the months 
ot January and February. The 8-in. slabs die~ much the eame warping 
characteristics ae in the awmner month•• However, the 5 1/2-in. slab• 
are veey erratic when compared with the summer test eyc1e. It is poesibl.e 
that the 5 1/2-in. sl&ba are rocking on the aubgrade in addition to 
warping 1dlil.e the heavier 8-in. al.aba are more reast.ant to such 
moTements. 
The winter test cycl.e on two. slabs, R-8100 (Figure 23-b) and 
R-551.00 (Figure 23-t) was taken Mum the baae was .trosen. The w.rping 
char.acteriatics are much the same tor these slabs but are ~te different 
compared to the curling ot the other el.abe. The tota1 temperature 
gradi.ent change from morning to middq is +2.72 FO/in. for the 8-in. 
slab and 3.07 FO/in. tor the 5 l/2-in. slab. It ia found :trom the 
graphs that there is very littl.e change in the vertical. de.tl.ection ot 
the slabs tor these temperature changes. It ia e'Yident tbat ei.ther the 
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CONCLUSIONS ARD RECOMMERD.lTICIIS 
The period or time f'or which the preatreesed slabs were obaerYed 
in outside exposure is very short when compared to the tota1 expected 
lif'e of' a higbwq pavement.. However. the author bel.ieYes the following 
c noluaions mq be atated regarding the mOY.....mts of' the slabs during 
thia period. 
1. If the e1'fect of temperature is excluded• the total. net change 
in length or a a1ab is influenced by the magnitude of preatreaa. 
2. During the winter months of this relativeJ¥ young pavement age 
inYestigation. the slabs reach a state of equilibrium in vhich the 
length o1' a slab reuaina relativ~ conatant. For thia period the 
previous entrance of moisture ~ have caused :turther hydration of 
cement partic1es which mi&ht exclude 8D7 :turther entrance of moisture 
and corresponding volume change. An alternating liM'tting and dr7ins 
ot the slab would there;tore be neceHU7 for continued slab growth. 
3. During the equililtriwa period in the winter montha the creep 
and growth strains in a al.ab are almost direct~ proportdonal to 
the magnitude of preatreaa. 
4. After an exposure to the normal weather and base condition• 
tor a fall and winter period• slabs with lesa than 300 psi pre-
atrese will reooYer all. creep losaea and will exhibit aome growth• 
depending upon the -.gnitude of prestress. 
5. It pavement slaba are poured during the hot SUIIDler months there 
v.lll be an upward curl of the el.abs that will not be compl.ete]¥ 
oounteraotecl b7 moiature warpins. The maximum upward curl will 
..-r in late auDDer. while the minimum amount of curl wll.l. occur 
in late winter or ear}1' spring. 
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6. The end dopes of prestressed slabs are affected by the magni-
tude ot prestress. The slabs containing high prestress will 
generally retain a higher val.ue of' end elope ae compared to &labs 
with a lower magnitude of prestress. 
7. There is a change in the relationship between end slope and 
temperature gradient at different seasons during the year. The 
change in end slope tor one degree per inch temperature gradient 
is much greater in warm dry weather than in cool damp weather. A 
variation in lab thickness has little, if , effect upon this 
change. 
8. The effect of atrozen condition of the concrete and base will 
intl.uence the warping characteri tics of a slab. 'lbere is prac-
tical.ly no warping change throughout a d~ when the slabs are in 
this frozen state, even though the change in temperature gradient 
for the same period may be relative~ higb. 
Since this investigation was made during a SUDmer, fal.1 and winter 
qcl.e, similar seasonal tests should be conducted over a seTera1 year 
period to f~ anal1'se the trends in l.engt.h change and warping move-
ments or prestressed slabs. 
In view ot the concl.usion that moisture affects the warping 
characteristics of a slab, more compl.ete data should be taken to attempt 
a correlation between slope changes and moisture. There also appears 
to be some correlation between the rate ot temperature diffusion \hl'ougb 
the slab and the amount of slab curling at a particul.ar time. The rate 
ot temperature diffusion ~ be dependent upon the moisture content of 
the concrete, which lil81' account for the different characteristic a that 
were observed in the comparison ot summer and winter test cycles. It 
is believed that some additional. data would su.ppl¥ the necessary int'or-
mation to correctly a.nal¥ze the relatia hip between temperature diffusion 
and slab curling. 
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